Team members:

Idea #1

This idea enhances the program’s long-term sustainability because it:
- ☐ addresses the staffing difficulties through the staffing number.
- ☐ addresses the staffing difficulties through the required licensure.
- ☐ maintains or reduces the needed facility space.
- ☐ maintains or reduces program-specific expenditures.
- ☐ other: ________________________________

Other notes:
Idea #2

This idea enhances the program’s long-term sustainability because it:
- [ ] addresses the staffing difficulties through the staffing number.
- [ ] addresses the staffing difficulties through the required licensure.
- [ ] maintains or reduces the needed facility space.
- [ ] maintains or reduces program-specific expenditures.
- [ ] other: _______________________________________________________

Other notes:

Idea #3

This idea enhances the program’s long-term sustainability because it:
- [ ] addresses the staffing difficulties through the staffing number.
- [ ] addresses the staffing difficulties through the required licensure.
- [ ] maintains or reduces the needed facility space.
- [ ] maintains or reduces program-specific expenditures.
- [ ] other: _______________________________________________________

Other notes: